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ROAD MOTOR. * unfavorable impression which this first experiment pro
duced. Both generator and engine were strongly en
ANOTHER great competition of road motors is now 6vidence, the latter being in front of the two persons
being arranged in France for next October; in due time for whom accommodation was provided on a back seat.
we shall give full description of this interesting event, The vertical boiler was also in front of the vehicle, and
and shall very shortly be able to furnish the programme. the platform carrying it, as well as the motor and the
The principal French constructors of this class of vehi seat, was attached to a frame that rested on four wheels
cle intend to take part in the competition, and conspicu by single springs in front and double springs at the
ous among the motors will be a hauling engine, con back. As a matter of historical interest we may give
structed by Messrs. De Dion and Bouton, with which the exact dimensions of this first experimental carriage.
it is intended to draw from Paris to Marseilles one of 'fhe length of the frame was 70'87 in. and the wheels
the enormous three horse omnibuses of Paris. The were placed 63 in. apart, from axle to axle; the floor of
present is, therefore, an appropriate time to resume our the vehicle was 21 '66 in. from the gI'Ound, and the seat
series of articles on French road motors by describing was placed at a height of 30'43 in. Power was trans
in detail the principal types of traction engines designed mitted to the front pair of wheels which were 47'24 in.
by Messrs. De Dion and Bouton, of Paris. It may be in diameter, the rear wheels, which were used for steer
mentioned that these two names, which are now so ing, being 31 '50 in. in diameter. The type of wheels was
closely associated, became so almost by accident; the that of the cycles of the period, very rigid, and formed
Comte De Dion, who is an amateur engmeer, associated with light round, Iron spokes, the tires were protected
himself with M. Bouton for the purpose of introducing by rubber: this was an important improvement on meTHE DE DIO:Y ET
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.evapof!l.tion of 9 lb. of water per pound of coke w as
obtained. An automatic constant level feed water de·
vice was attached to the boilel', so that as long as it
operated properly the boiler required no attendance as
to the water supply. This automatic feeding appara
tus consisted of a double-acting pump, driven direct by
a motor to which steam was supplied, taken from the
boiler at the normal water level. The exhaust from
this motor discharged into the water tank so as to raise
the temperature of the feed. In order to enable the
steam pressure to be kept up when the ashpan was
closed tightly, a condition often necessary when run
nin�, two steam jets were introduced beneath the grate
for mducing a mixed jet of air and steam.
The carriage was driven by indeJ)endent oscillating
engines with a cylinder 2'76 in. in iliameter and 4 in.
stroke; a speed of 25 miles an hour corresponding to a
speed of 900 revolutions per minute.
The exhaust from the engines entered an envelope
that surrounded the firebox. the object of this arrange-
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ment being to cool the walls of the firebox, and at the
same time to superheat the steam, so that it might, on
escaping into the air, be invisible and comparatively
noiseless. In addition to t.he steeoring lever, the con
ductor had on his left hand a controlling lever, which
operated two coupled Prony brakes; by means of these
the speed could be reduced or the carriage stopped,
the orake straps acting on the two large wheels in front.
The carriage itself weighed 286 lb. , to which had to be
added 400 lb. for the boiler and fittings; the motor
weighed 55 lb.; the feed pump, 22 lb.; the spare tools
carried 88 lb.; 70 lb. of coke and about 20 gallons of
water were also carried t so that the vehicle in working
order weighed nearly tnree-quarters of a ton. Defect
ive as this first experimental machine necessarily was,
it proved itself capable of doing considerable work, and
on several occasions recorded a maximum speed of 25
miles an hour; it was also able to tum on a radius of
8 ft. These early experiments attracted considerable
attention, although the time had not yet come for any
serious consideration of the use of mechanical road
traction in France. Though Messrs. De Dion and Bou
ton do not appear to have closely followed their first
trials, they did not by any means abandon their ex
periments; but when in 1894 the proprietors of the
Petit Journal organized their famous competition be
tween Paris and Rouen, the two enterprising experi
menters did not hesitate to take part in the competi·
tion. They had every reason to oe satisfied with the
result, for although the first prize was divided between
Messrs. Peugeot and Panhard-Levassor, the second
prize was awarded to Messrs. De Dion and Bouton, at
the same time that a similar recognition was given to
Mr. Le Blant. *
As a matter of fact, Messrs. De Dion and Bouton had
not been idle since 1884, since in the following yt.ar
(1885) they placed on the streets of Paris a second car
riage, WhICh is illustrated in Fig. 2. But little space
need be given to describe this second vehicle, the ar
rangement of which is clearly shown in the engraving.
Generally speaking, it closely resembles the type of 1884;
the steermg wheels werEl much smaller than the driving
wheels; they were placed at the back, and a pitched
chain transmission was used instead of a belt. The ver
tical chimney of the generator, which was not only un
sightly. but was an intolera.ble nuisance in the streets, was
somewhat improved by bending it downward beneath
the carriage. But in spite of these alterations, the re
sult was unsatisfactory on account of its clumsy ap
FIG. 4.
pearance and the large amount of space occupied by
the motor, which was placed on the front part of the
carriage. For all that, it was a practical road motor,
THE DE DION AND BOUTON S TEAM GENER ATOR AND ROAD MOTORS.
and gave good. proof of its solidity and efficiency by
making a satisfactory run between Paris and Royan, a
a boiler of a special type, which we shall have occasion chanical carriages of the time, and the first De Dion and little town at the mouth of the Gironde.
to describe in the course of this article. It appears Bouton machine had at least the advantage of being
Very differElnt to the 1884 type was that of 1889, which
that this boiler has very high steam-producing quali comparatively noiseless. The rear steering wheels were was not a lDotor car, but a steam traction engine, in
ties with a relatively small weight and volume, and it loose on two mdependent axles, on each of which was which the motor was carried instead of forming
was the adaptability of the generator to power vehicles a crank formed by a cou ling rod; on this was attached part of the actual vehicle. The inventors elected to
that first induced them to tum their attention conjointly the steering lever plac
to the r!ght hand side of the call it a steam bogie; as a matter of fact, it was neither
in this direction; the success which they have attained conductor. The boiler was of the De Dion type referred more nor less than a small road locomotive designed
is, in fact, chiefly due to t.he generator.
to above, and at that tilDe was claimed to be a new sys- to take the place of a horse. This pattern. is illus
The first De Dion and Bouton road motor was placed tem. It is illustrated by Fig. 1, above, and consists of trated by Fig. 4. The first impression it conveys is that
on the streets of Paris as long ago as 1884; as may be a double envelope, E and C, forming the body of the of unnecessary weight and clumsiness, but the con
easily supposed, it was an experimental and altogether boiler, and to which all the ordinary boiler fittings Istructors, havmg an essentially practical end in view,
cnlde contrivance, very far from presenting the same were attached; the firebox was placed in the lower I were endeavoring to develop a motor that could be
appearance of convenience and even elegance to which part of this envelope, in the center was a cylindrical I usefully applied to haul any class of ordinary VElhicles,
the modem vehicles of Peugeot, Panhard and Levassor, tube D, connected to the inner shell, C, by a number' and that could bEl used under very different working
and others can lay claim. There was no mistaking the of inclined and radial tubes, T. The efftciency of this conditions, according to whether it was required for re
boiler seems to have been satisfactory, especially for
tb,e pl,ll'pose for which. it was beil;l.g used; an average
• From EDgIDeer\ng.
• Bee Engineering, vol. W. page 8.
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lath-ely high speeds or heavy roads. It w as a motor of
this type that was coupled to a four seated victoria in
the Petit Journal competition of 1894. On that occasion
it left Paris at eIght o'clock in the morning, the same
liour at which the other vehicles started, and was the
first to arrive at Rouen the same evening at 5:40. This
trial proved beyond doubt that the machine possessed
powers of resistance higher than any of the petroleum
motors that took part in the competition. The motor
was carried on a horizontal frame formed of U-shaped
bars 2 in. deep and resting on the axles by springs; this
frame carried the motor, boiler, water tank, and fuel
store. The boiler, which was a modified form of the
type already described, was almost completely sur
rounded by the fuel tank ; as to the chimner, it is
turned back under the carriage. as is shown In the
diagram, Figs. 2 and 3. The back of the frame is left
free, and carries a ring, to which is hooked the front of
the vehicle to be haUled, and from which the fore car
ria�e has been removed; this ring is mounted upon
sprmgs. The machine is on four wheels, of which the
back pair is used for steering; they are controlled by a
system of cranks very similar to that already described,
and the arrangement of which is indicated on the
aiagram, Fig. 3. The wheels are of the cycle type, and
the tires are of rubber 3'15 in. wide. It may Oe men
tioned here that these tires are formed of separate
bands of rubber 0'59 in. thick. The rear wheels are
only 2'76 in. in width, and have iron tires; they are
built of wood, with an iron boss, and have several
peculiarities to which attention may be called.
Before speaking further of the motor, a few words
may be given to the steam generator; it is of the same
type as that used in the carriage in 1884, and illustrated
in Fig. 1, but several modifica.tions have been intro
duced. It is illustrated by Fig. 5. These boilers are
guaranteed to generate from 4'5 lb. to 6 lb. of dry steam
per square foot of heating surface, and from 7 lb. to 8
lb. per pound of coal, usi� natural draught. Any
question of trouble and mamtenance apart, it is evi
dent that the large number of small radiating tubes
employed presents a relatively large and very efficient
heating surface, which insures rapid generatIOn of dry
steam. A large number of these boilers is now being
used in France, and among other well-known makers
of them arc Messrs. Sautter, HarM & Co. From trials
recently conducted by this well-known house, it ap
pears that a De Dion boiler, weighing 1,430 lb. empty,
with a heating surface of 64'5 square feet and a grate
surface of less than 3 square feet, consumes 88 lb. of
coal per hour, and generates 550 lb. of steam.
We may add apropos of this type of boiler that the
radiating and inclined tubes constituting a special feat
ure are so arranged that each one is placed immediately
above the free space left between two tubes in the ad
jacent row; this arrangement assures a free circulation
of the heated gases. The steStm space is situated in a
part of the boiler where the temperature averages 250'
C., so that the steam is kept drj without being super
heated. It may also be noted that in consequence of
the inclinaaon given to the tubes a greater ellisticity is
secured, so that there is no danger of the tubes moving
in the tube plates under the infiuence of expansion.
Some modifications have been introduced by Messrs.
De Dion and Bouton in their latest type of generator
which is illustrated in Fig. 6. The boiler is intended to
burn coke almost entirely, and the fuel is introduced
through the center as in a portable stove. This form
consists ot two rings connected b the usual inclined
radiating tubes. The upper part 0 the rings above the
water level serves as a steam space, and steam is taken
to the motor from the top of tlie inner ring; a circular
diaphragm is introduced to prevent water being taken
over with the steam, to facilitate the rapid dismount
ing and cleaning of the boiler; the bottoms of the two
rings are closed by circular pieces connected together
by the bolts, F. The fuel is fed into the center,being
introduced by the passage, M, which is closed by a light
sheet iron cover; the grate is shown at L and the ash
flit at N. The gases ofcombustion, after having passed
around the tubes, enter the chimney, and are dis
charged beneath the vehicle; the chimney can be
cleaned by the soot door, O. This boiler has a fire grate
13'4 in. in diametert..while the diameter of the internal
rings is only 6 in. The ordinary working pressure does
not exceed 9 atmospheres. but it is registered to a far
higher pressure. The number of tubes is 816, divided
into 21 rows, there being 40 tubes in 20 of the rows; the
tubes are of copper, 0'39 in. internal and 0'51 in. exter
nal diameter; the length is 4'40 in. The heating sur
face is about 24 square feet and the grate surface is less
than 2 square feet. The total weiglit of the generator
is 530 Ib;, and the production of dry steam is very large.
The boiler is fitted with a reheater at the side of the
firebox; this is a fiattened and bent steel tube protected
against the direct contact of the fire by a cast iron
shield.
The motor is placed on the carri� beneath the plat
form; it is a compound engine with two cylinders, and
is large enough to furnish the power necessary for pro
pelling itself and another carriage. The stroke of the
pistons is 5'11 in., the diameter of the small cylinder is
4'72 in., and that of the large cylinder is 7'08 in.; the
cylinders are separated by an intermediate receiver,
and an automatic oiling device insures continuous
lubrication. For the sake of simplicity there is no vari
able expansion or reversing gear, but, when desired,
full pressure of steam can be admitted into both cylin
ders. The engine is rated as being of 20 horse power.
This motor is coupled to an intermediate shaft, on
which is a pinion that gears into the spurwheel on the
driving wheel shaft; the ratio of gearing is 2'81 and the
running speed is 330 revolutions a minute, in order to
give a rate of 12'5 miles an hour to the vehicle. The
weight of the traction engine in working order is 2
tons, and the constructors claim that it can haul a load
of 2� tons at a rate of 20 miles an hour on level ground
It can carry a coke supply sufficient for a distance of
60 miles, and enough water for 25 miles. The water
tanks are placed beneath the seat.
The De Dion and Bouton motor has a special arrange
ment for the transmission of })Ower to the driving
wheels, to which we may now call attention. The en
gine power is transmitted with a reduction of speed,
not to the axle but to the rim, the intention being to
insure a longer life to the wheels by avoiding the strain
on the spokes to which they are exposed when the
power is transmitted through them. The pitched chain
transmission is also abandoned, which is certainly not
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an unmixed advantage. Figs. 7 to 9 show the arrange
ment to which we have just referred. The axle, E, is
bent, and at each end it is placed in an axle box, on
the top of which are the suspension springs of the vehi
cle. This box is traversed by a sleeve which the mo
tor rotates by means of an articulated shaft. The sleeve
carries the wheel, but it is longer than the boss, and
the end which extends beyond this latter is cut square
and forms the center of a four-armed star, B', connected
to the rim of the wheel by the ends of the arms: These
ends enter recesses in the rim. It is claimed for this
arrangement not only that there is less wear on the
wheels, but also that the four driving arms, on account
of their elasticity, deaden shocks in passing over a
Mugh road.
(To be continued)

There is almost no limit, the manufacturers claim, to
the use to which the PQwer generated by a current
motor can be applied. For example, it may be used
for generating electricity for electric lighting purposes,
and for vario\1fo1 machines used on a farm now running
by steam, but its chief use will be.in connection with
irrigation and mining.
There are many lOcalities in the West, and, in fact,
all over the country, where the land adjacent to the
river is too high to admit of the water being conveyed
to it through ditches hy means of gravity. Under such
conditions the land is now generally not irri�ated, par
ticularly in the arid regions, except to .. linnted extent
in those localities where vegetables and fruits are.
raised, where the value of the crop compensates in a
measure for the expense of pumping water by steam or
gasoline engine. both of which require fuel and a me
chanical attendant. The capacity of the windmill is
A FAMILY BICYCLE.
too limited to admit or its general use for irrigation on
TUE accompanying engraving is reproduced from a a large scale. '1'0 such localities it is claimed the Austin
photograph representing Mr. H. J. Von Scheidt, of current motor will prove a boon.
'l'his motor has beer.. experimented with and tested
Buffalo, N. Y., and his four boys mounted upon a

A FAMILY BICYCLE.
bicycle of special construction upon which they have
been riding about the country every day during the
seasons of 1895-96. Mr. Von Scheidt began riding in
1893, carrying at that time but one of his boys. Each
succeeding year the boys became more numerous and
the load heavier, until the combined weight at present
is 406 PQunds. Mr. Von Scheidt takes this load to
Niagara Falls and return in an afternoon or evening,
and often makes a run of ten or fifteen miles into the
country with it.
THE

AUSTIN

CURRENT

MOTOR.

TUE name" current motor" is applied to a mechan
ism that utilizes the power of the stream or current of
a river in such a way that it can be applied to run ma
chinery. Several crude attempts have been made in
the past to 8&.QQI;Ilplish this, but it remained for the F.

thoroughly and its {)racticability practically demon
strated. The only Innits to the power, and, conse
quently to the amount of water tnat can be pumped
by the .Amtin current motor, are the dimensions of the
paddles, the number of them, and the force of the
current.
The machine, which is anchored in the river, con
sists of a pontoon carrying two endless chains, to which
are pivotally attached at suitable distances reversible
paddles havin� fioats at their upper ends that buoy
them up in theIr course through toe water.
By an ingenious device these paddles enter and leave
the water in such a way that they do not detract from
the efficiency of the machinery, but, on the contrary,
rather add to it. To the wheeIs put In motion by these
cables is attached an elevator carrying large buckets,
which, when entering the water to fill themselves, add
to the generation of power, and are so arranged that

THE AUSTIN CURRENT MOTOR.
C. Austin Manufacturin� Company, of Chicago, to be
the pioneers of a practIcal current motor, and who
have brought out the machine illustrated herewith.
Rivers have been utilized to run machinery by dam
ming them and using a waterwheel, but this necessi
tated the expense of the construct.ion and maintenance
of the daIn, and was only available where t.he condi
tions were favorable, which necessarily very much
limited their use. The current motor, however, can be
used without a dam in any river, in any locat.ion in the
river where the water is deep enough to admit it.
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when they reach the top of the elevator they discharge
their contents with the least possible friction into a
trough, there to be conveyed to the shore, where a
reservoir has been constructed to collect the water and
distribute it through canals and lateral ditches over the
land
The first outlay for a current motor of this descrip
tion is, comparatIvely ,speaking, not large, particularly
when t.he enormous enhancement of the value of tho
land is considet'ed, and the cost of running it is nomi
nal. It work::! incessantly day and night without an

